Commentary/Jefferyet al.: Navigatingin a three-dimensional world

Further evidence of a difference between transformations
aroundhorizontalandverticalaxescomesfrom studiesof perception of mirror reflectionsof the human body: Mirror-re flecting a
picture or a real body around the horizontal axis– upside-down
reversal– resulted in larger differences than did reflecting it
around the vertical axis– left-right reversal (Bianchi & Savardi
2008; Cornelis et al. 2009).
With respectto polarization,Jeffery et al. argue that this is a
feature typical of the dimensionorthogonalto the plane of locomotion (i.e., usually the vertical). They do not explicitly claim
that it is confined only to this dimension, but they do not
specifythat polarizationcan alsocharacterizethe representation
of the horizontal dimension (at least in humans). However,
spatial polarization emergesas a key aspectin both dimensions
from studies on the perception and cognition of space and
objectsin mirrors (Bianchi & Savardi2008; 2012b; Savardiet al.
2010), and it is a non-metric characteristicof direct experience
of space that goes beyond mirror perception. This aspect of
space has been emphasizedin various anthropological (e.g.,
Brown & Levinson 1993) and linguistic (e.g., Cruse 1986; Hill
1982) analysesof human cognition and in studies of memory
errors in object recognition (Gregory & McCloskey2010). Only
recently has its importance been recognized within what has
been defined “phenomenologicalpsychophysics
” (Kubovy 2002;
Kubovy& Gepshtein2003). The basicstructureof phenomenological experiencesof spaceand its geometry invariablymanifests
properties of polarization (Bianchi et al. 2011a; 2011b; Bianchi
& Savardi2012a; Savardi& Bianchi 2009). In addition, Stimulus-Responsespatial compatibility can be thought of as a direct
effect of an allocentrically polarized encoding of space in
humans (Boyer et al. 2012; Chan & Chan 2005; Roswarski&
Proctor 1996; Umiltà & Nicoletti 1990).
Emerging from phenomenologicalpsychophysicsregarding
polarization is the operationalizationin metric and topological
terms of spatialdimensionsand the finding that thesedimensions
differ in the extentof the polarizedarea.This in turn dependson
the extensionof a central set of experiencesperceivedasneither
one pole nor the other. For instance,the perceptionof an object
aspositioned“ontop” of something(e.g.,aflagontop of amountain)
is confined to one specific position; the sameholds for “at the
bottom.” In betweenthesetwoextremesthereisarangeof positions
that are “neither on top, nor at the bottom.” In contrast,in the
dimension“in front of–behind” (e.g., two runners) there is only
one statethat is perceivedas “neither in front, nor behind” (i.e.,
when the two runnersare alongside).Similarly,in the dimension
“ascending-descending
” there is only one statethat is perceivedas
“neitherascending,nor descending
” (i.e.,beinglevel);all the other
slantsare recognizedasgradationsof ascendingor of descending
(Bianchi et al. 2011b; Bianchi et al. 2013). Furthermore, perhaps
counter-intuitively,polarizationis not to be thought of necessarily
asa continuum:Ratingsof high/low,large/small,wide/narrow,and
long/short(dimensionsrelevantfor navigation)appliedto ecological
objectsor to spatialextensionsdo not behaveasinversemeasurementsof the samecontinuum(Bianchiet al. 2011a).
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Abstract: Additional evidence is presented concerning the anisotropy
between vertical and horizontal encoding,which emergesfrom studies
of human perception and cognition of spacein plane mirror reflections.
Moreover, it is suggested that the non-metric characteristic of
polarization– that Jeffery et al. discusswith respect to gravity– is not
limited to the vertical dimension.

Asdiscussedby Jefferyet al., evidencefor true volumetric coding
is weak, and a bicoded map is the most likely encoding spatial
scheme(at least in mammals).Moreover, allocentric encoding
of the horizontal dimensionis metric, whereasencodingof the
vertical dimensionis non-metric. Among the featuresof the vertical dimension is its polarization.In this commentarywe focus
on thesetwo aspects(anisotropyand polarization).Jeffery et al.
explicitly saythat they confine their discussionto studiesof navigation rather than spatialcognition. However, someparallelsare
strong. We draw attention to behavioral findings from naïve
opticsand phenomenologicalpsychophysics.
Thesedata,respectively, (a) provide further evidence concerning the anisotropy
between vertical and horizontal encoding of spacein humans,
and (b) suggestthat polarization is a general characteristicof
non-metric encodingof ecologicalspace,not exclusiveto the vertical dimension.
Manyadultshold mistakenbeliefsconcerningthe spatialbehavior of reflections. For example,when adults imagine a person
entering a room and walking parallel to a wall, they predict that
the person will seehis or her reflection in a mirror on the wall
before it is possible(i.e., before being aligned with the mirror’s
edge– this has been called the “early error”). A minority also
predict that the image will appearat the mirror’s farther edge
rather than at the nearer edge.The samemistakeapplieswhen
moving in a real room, not just when predicting an event in a
paper-and-penciltask(Croucher et al. 2002).
Theearlyerroriscompatiblewith overestimationof whatisvisible
in amirror from left andright. In otherwords,peopleexpectacone
of visibilityfor agivenmirror, largelyindependentof theviewpointof
the observerand of distance(Bertamini et al. 2010; Bianchi &
Savardi 2012b). Theseconderror (thelocationof the image)iscompatiblewith the ideathat the virtualworldisspatiallyrotatedaround
avertical axis(Bertamini et al. 2003). However,analternativeexplanationwasfound in later studies:The virtual spaceis thoughtof as
allocentricallyorganizedin an oppositeway with respect to the
real environment(Savardiet al. 2010).
Thesemistakenbeliefs,which aresimilarin malesandfemales,
and in psychologyand physicsstudents,are confined to the horizontal plane. They disappearwhen vertical movementsare considered.For instance,if the imagined characterapproachesthe
mirror by moving vertically– say,climbing up a rope parallel to
the wall (Croucheret al. 2002) or movingin a glasslift (Bertamini
et al. 2003) – people neither expect to see the reflection before
reachingthe near edge of the mirror, nor to seeit appearingat
the farther edge (i.e., opposite relative to the direction of the
approach).Experiencedoesnot lead to better understandingof
mirror reflections;on the contrary,adultsmakelargererrorscompared to children (Bertamini & Wynne 2009).
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